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All the experience of the research team from one of the
world's foremost pump manufacturers - Sulzer, featuring the
lastest in pump design and construction.
Just published in its updated fourth edition, this highly
regarded text explains in clear terms how and why the best-ofclass pump users are consistently achieving superior run
lengths, low maintenance expenditures, and unexcelled
safety and reliability. Written by practicing engineers whose
working careers were marked by involvement in all facets of
pumping technology, operation, assessment, upgrading and
cost management, this book endeavors to describe in detail
how you, too, can accomplish optimum pump performance
and low life cycle cost. A new chapter on breaking the cycle
of pump repairs examines the cost of failures and the defined
operating range of pumps. The authors also explore
mechanical issues, deviations from best available technology,
and preventing problems with oil rings and constant level
lubricators. Additional topics include bearing housing
protector seals, best lube application practices, lubrication
and bearing distress, and paying for value.
We Were Warriors Once is a military-political suspense novel.
It chronicles the careers of four officers from the 1960s to the
1990s. Military promotions are based on an up-or-out
systemyou either progress within specified time frames or you
get left behind. Many officers who retire from their military
careers at the Pentagon go through the revolving door and
return in short order either as defense contract employees or
civil servants. Not infrequently, they return to the same office
where they worked before retiring. The same holds true for
many political appointees. Men who once worked in
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Washington go off for a period to high-level assignments with
defense contractors and return to influential positions in
government. These revolving doors can sometimes have
unintended negative consequences. President, and former
five-star general, Dwight D. Eisenhowers warning against the
power of the military-industrial complex is well known.
However, that complex is actually tri-foldmilitary, industrial,
and political. We Were Warriors Once incorporates revised
editions of two previously published novels, Duty and
Character and Wrong Enemy, Wrong War, with entirely new
material that plumbs deeper into the defense contractors
influence on national defense policies. The officers who wear
the uniforms of the United States armed forces are by in large
extraordinarily dedicated men and women. But in the
profession of war, sometimes even the best are tempted at
times to stray from the straight and narrow.
The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) and the
International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC) are pleased to
bring you Fire Apparatus Driver/Operator: Pump, Aerial, Tiller,
and Mobile Water Supply, Third Edition. This third edition of
Fire Apparatus Driver/Operator has been thoroughly updated
to serve as a complete training solution that addresses pump
operation, safe driving techniques, tiller and aerial apparatus
operation, and water supply considerations. From basic
apparatus maintenance to fire pump theory and advanced
hydraulic calculations, this single manual covers everything a
fire service driver/operator needs to know. Fire Apparatus
Driver/Operator: Pump, Aerial, Tiller, and Mobile Water
Supply, Third Edition meets and exceeds the job performance
requirements (JPRs) of Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7, and 10 of the
2017 Edition of NFPA 1002, Fire Apparatus Driver/Operator
Professional Qualifications. In the 2017 edition, the
requirement that a Driver/Operator be certified to the Fire
Fighter I level was removed. However, JPRs from NFPA
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1001, Standard for Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications
have been added so driver/operators who operate pumpers
and mobile water supply apparatus are able to operate
outside of the immediate dangers to life and health (IDLH) but
still have an understanding of the following Fire Fighter I
topics: Fire Department Communications (NFPA 1001: 5.2.1,
5.2.2, 5.2.3) The General Knowledge Requirements (NFPA
1001: 5.1.1) Responding on an Apparatus to an Emergency
Scene (NFPA 1001: 5.3.2) Connect a Fire Department
Pumper to a Water Supply (NFPA 1001: 5.3.15) Additional
appendices include the excerpt of NFPA 1002 and
corresponding correlation matrixes to substantiate all JPRs
that are covered and documented. Comprehensive and
updated content in this edition includes: Nozzle reaction and
how to calculate it Expanded coverage of pump anatomy and
pressure control devices Content that addresses vital parts of
NFPA 1901, Standard for Automotive Fire Apparatus and
NFPA 1911, Standard for the Inspection, Maintenance,
Testing, and Retirement of In-Service Automotive Fire
Apparatus. Appendix A: Daily/Weekly Inspection Check
Sheet, that provides a comprehensive overview on what to
inspect and how to ensure your apparatus is at operational
readiness.
The faith of both Fill-Up the gas pump and his owner, Mr.
McFriendly, is tested when Mr. McFriendly's Gas Station, a
town landmark, is threatened with the prospect of going out of
business when building begins on the brand-new, super-size
gas station up the road. They both learn, however, that God
works in mysterious ways, especially for those who believe
and trust in Him.
An accessible guide to the main reasons pumps fail—and what
can be done about it Workhorses in many different industries,
including the oil industry, water industry, chemical industry,
food industry, and pharmaceutical industry to name a few,
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pumps are a vital contributor to maintaining and increasing
the flow of production. In fact, the pump industry itself is a
multi-billion dollar global business. Taking the unique
approach of addressing both pump operators and pump
designers, Pump Wisdom explains the causes of failure in
centrifugal pump function—whether it's pump selection,
overlooked installation criteria, or the accumulation of small
deviations—and maps out remedies with well defined methods
that target specific issues, rather than focusing on technical
generalities and theory. Clearly written and concise, Pump
Wisdom relies on proven tactics for reducing pump
vulnerabilities and correcting imbalances between hydraulic
assembly and mechanical assembly. In addition, it supplies
sound tips for detecting and rectifying risky shortcuts taken by
pump designers and manufacturers. Pump Wisdom also:
Provides a concise explanation of how pumps function Details
the specifications to be considered when purchasing a pump
Provides tips on the installation of centrifugal pumps in
process plants Written in concise language that avoids
excessive mathematical treatment Explains pump hydraulics
in easy to understand terms Emphasizes the mechanical
aspects of pumps with coverage on bearings, seals, impeller
trimming, lubricant application, lubricant types, and more
Pump Wisdom sheds light on the techniques for stabilizing
pump performance and maximizing pump efficiency. Its
concise format allows readers to strike directly at the heart of
the problem—and helps them devise strategies to prevent
costly failures before they occur.
El Dorado is a planet with a problem, the men are infertile and
the woman are getting out of hand. Its up to John Grimes to
save them from deadly peril.
Pull up what you need to know Pumps and hydraulic
equipment are now used in more facets of industry than ever
before. Whether you are a pump operator or you encounter
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pumps and hydraulic systems through your work in another
skilled trade, a basic knowledge of the practical features,
principles, installation, and maintenance of such systems is
essential. You'll find it all here, fully updated with real-world
examples and 21st-century applications. Learn to install and
service pumps for nearly any application Understand the
fundamentals and operating principles of pump controls and
hydraulics Service and maintain individual pumping devices
that use smaller motors See how pumps are used in robotics,
taking advantage of hydraulics to lift larger, heavier loads
Handle new types of housings and work with the latest
electronic controls Know the appropriate servicing schedule
for different types of pumping equipment Install and
troubleshoot special-service pumps

Explore key facets of centrifugal pump ownership,
installation, operation, and troubleshooting The
Second Edition of Pump Wisdom: Essential
Centrifugal Pump Knowledge for Operators and
Specialists delivers a concise explanation of how
pumps function, the design specifications that must
be considered before purchasing a pump, and
current best practices in lubrication and mechanical
seals. Readers will encounter new startup and
surveillance tips for pump operators, as well as
additional repair and replace considerations for
maintenance decision makers, new condition
monitoring guidance for centrifugal pumps, and
expanded coverage of operator best practices. This
latest edition of Pump Wisdom includes expanded
coverage of areas critical to achieving best-in-class
pump reliability, including commonly encountered
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issues and easy-to-follow instructions for getting
centrifugal pumps to operate safely and reliably. This
book also provides: Comprehensible and accessible
explanations of pump hydraulics Simple explorations
of the mechanical aspects of pumps with coverage
of bearings, seals, impeller trimming, lubricant
application, and more Safety tips and instructions for
centrifugal pumps Perfect for chemical, petroleum,
and mechanical engineers, Pump Wisdom: Essential
Centrifugal Pump Knowledge for Operators and
Specialists is also an ideal resource for operators,
managers, purchasing agents, machinists, reliability
technicians, and maintenance workers in water and
wastewater plants.
Down South by Chris Parry - one man's astonishing
diary of war in the Falklands 'A gripping account of
heroism - and chaos - in the South Atlantic' Mail on
Sunday 'Compelling, gripping. A vividly written,
thought-provoking and engaging account' The Times
In 1982 Lieutenant Chris Parry sailed aboard
destroyer HMS Antrim to liberate the Argentineoccupied Falkland Islands. Parry and his crew, in
their Wessex helicopter, were soon launched into
action rescuing an SAS party stuck on a glacier in
gales that had already downed two others. Soon
after they single-handedly pursued and fatally
wounded a submarine before taking part in terrifying
but crucial drop landings under heavy fire. Down
South is a hands on, day-by-day account of war
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fought in the most appalling conditions by men
whose grit and fighting spirit overcame all obstacles.
This important and extraordinary book of recent
history will be enjoyed by readers of Antony Beevor
and Max Hastings. 'Gripping. A graphic description
of just how they pulled off a real-life Mission
Impossible' Daily Express 'Excellent. A fascinating
war diary' Daily Telegraph 'Vivid and insightful. Parry
excels in revealing the day-to-day challenges of
fighting a campaign in hostile surroundings' Financial
Times 'A truly gripping historical account' Niall
Ferguson 'A priceless contribution to military history.
Riveting' Literary Review Chris Parry joined the
Royal Navy after university and then became an
Observer in the Fleet Air Arm in 1979. After the
Falklands War he had a successful career in the
navy, and on promotion to Rear Admiral in 2005 he
became the Ministry of Defence's Director of
Developments, Concepts and Doctrines. He was
appointed a CBE in 2004. Now retired from the
armed services, he heads a company which
specializes in geo-strategic forecasting.
The heart is a vital organ in the human body.
Diagrams and full-color photographs and
illustrations, paired with accessible and informative
text, showcase how the heart works and what its job
is in the human body.
Meeting the Pump Users Needs is a documentation
of the 12th International Pump Technical
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Conference. Pump makers have always understood
that their equipment provides an essential service to
the pump users. Pumps have been designed and
built to satisfy the needs of the user. The main thrust
of this book is to share between users, specifiers,
and makers their knowledge and experiences
leading to better understanding of what the user
needs now and would like for the future, and what
the designer/maker can provide now and may be
able to offer for the future. This book also describes
an unusual method of calculating a head generated
across a multistage pump when the impeller
diameters are changed. The method leads to
significantly larger calculated changes of head than
predicted from the conventional affinity law
approach. This text is a useful reference and source
of information for engineering students and those
conducting research on pump manufacturing.
Antique gas pumps are enjoying increasing popularity
among gas and oil memorabilia collectors. Here
Benjamin and Henderson offer today's collectors tips on
how to collect pumps and where to find them, plus
authenticity information and details on restoring and
displaying them. Directory listings include a brief history
of each known manufacturer, plus a listing of models
produced, dates, rarity ratings and price ranges.
Choosing a centrifugal pump from the countless options
available can be daunting, but someone has to make the
decision. Many factors -such as the required flow,
differential pressure, suction conditions, etc.- must be
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weighed against the capital costs and cost of energy for
the pumps considered. To determine the right pump, you
must consider the overall cost of ownership, which
includes capital cost, operating costs, and maintenance
cost. What good is a low cost pump if it is inefficient or if
is costly to maintain? The selection methodology offered
in this book focuses mainly on hydraulic design
considerations, but it also touches on mechanical design
details. Analyzing basic pump hydraulic parameters
allows you to quickly determine if a centrifugal pump
makes sense for your particular application. If you do
decide a centrifugal pump will work for your application,
then you need to be able to evaluate the various bids
returned by pump manufacturers. A complete chapter is
devoted to tabulating quotes from pump manufacturers
in order to properly evaluate their bids and select the
best overall option.
Specifically for the pump user, this book concentrates on
the identification and solution of problems associated
with existing centrifugal pumps. It gives specific
examples on how to modify pump performance for
increased efficiency and better quality control, which turn
into long-term cost savings. Some basic theory is
included to give the reader greater understanding of the
problems being encountered and attacked.
With 2,000 gas pumps, including many never-beforeseen illustrations and secondary market pricing, featured
in a clear and concise format, there's no doubt why An
Illustrated Guide to Gas Pumps, 2nd Edition is the top
choice for anyone with an appreciation for petroliana.
&break;&break;Listed alphabetically by manufacturer,
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this new edition covers 100 years of pumps through
detailed listings including production information,
company history and fun facts about pump operations.
&break;&break; Ultimate online gas pump site www.oldgas.com identifies no less than 100 restored
stations and petroliana museums around the U.S. and
abroad &break; Features 1,500 color illustrations,
including many never-before-seen images of pumps
manufactured between 1885 and 1967
Hand & Power Pumps for All UsesAn Illustrated Guide To
Gas PumpsIdentification And Price GuideKrause Publications
Understanding hydraulics and pump operations doesn’t have
to be difficult, and it is of key importance to the science of fire
engineering. Putting all the pieces together correctly so that
the right stream is brought to the fire is essential to effective
fireground operations. In the second edition of Fire Service
Hydraulics and Pump Operations, author Paul Spurgeon,
engineer/pump operator with the Denver Fire Department,
breaks down the sometimes difficult-to-understand formulas
of hydraulics and pumps into easily learned steps, taking care
to explain the hows and whys of each formula discussed.
Using an in-the-street, practical approach, Spurgeon teaches
readers how to develop proper fire streams as well as how
they relate to overall fireground strategies. He covers
hydraulics and pumps extensively—from the properties of
water to its supply to pumping to sprinkler systems and
foams. So readers can put what they’ve learned into
practice, Spurgeon provides both end-of-chapter tests and
practice sets at the end of the book, complete with answers
so that readers can check their knowledge. The second
edition includes numerous updates and additions, including
the Rule of Thumb chapter that illustrates how to perform
these complex calculations while under stress on the
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fireground. This text meets the learning objectives for FESHE
Fire Protection Hydraulics and Water Supply course work.
Features and Benefits: • Summary of chapter formulas • Endof-chapter tests with answers • Practice sets with answers to
further test your understanding
The practical, relatable, and humorous guide to surviving the
difficult, awkward, and rewarding job of being a
breastfeeding, working mom. Meet the frenemy of every
working, breastfeeding mother: the breast pump. Many
women are beyond “breast is best” and on to figuring out
how to make milk while returning to demanding jobs. Work.
Pump. Repeat. is the first book to give women what they
need to know beyond the noise of the “Mommy Wars” and
judgment on breastfeeding choices. Jessica Shortall shares
the nitty-gritty basics of surviving the working world as a
breastfeeding mom, offering a road map for negotiating the
pumping schedule with colleagues, navigating business
travel, and problem-solving when forced to pump in less-thandesirable locales. Drawing on the war stories, hacks, and
humor of working moms, and on her own stories from her
demanding job and travel in developing countries, she gives
women moral support for dealing with the stress and guilt that
come with juggling working and breastfeeding. As she tells
the reader in her witty, inspiring manifesto, “Your worth as a
mother is not measured in ounces.” 2015 Axiom Business
Book Award Winner (Silver) in the category of
Women/Minorities
The National Fire Protection Association® and International
Association of Fire Chiefs are pleased to bring you Fire
Service Pump Operator: Principles and Practice, a modern
integrated teaching and learning system for the fire pumper
driver/operator. This textbook meets and exceeds the job
performance requirements of Chapters 4, 5, and 10 of NFPA
1002, Fire Apparatus Driver/Operator Professional
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Qualifications, 2009 Edition. It also addresses all of the
course outcomes from the National Fire Academy's Fire and
Emergency Services Higher Education (FESHE) Associates
(Core) Fire Protection Hydraulics and Water Supply course.
Fire Service Pump Operator: Principles and Practice features:
a laser-like focus on driver/operator safety and responsibility
with dedicated chapters on safety; actual Near-Miss
Reporting System cases are discussed to drive home
important points about safety and the lessons learned from
these real-life incidents; detailed step-by-step skill drills with
which include the corresponding NFPA job performance
requiremens; page references for quick access to coverage of
NFPA 1002 objectives and FESHE's Fire Protection
Hydraulics and Water Supply course outcomes at the
beginning of each chapter; scenario based learning tools
including You are the Driver/Operator, Driver/Operator in
Action, and Voices of Experience case studies to encourage
critical thinking skills; and Driver/Operator Tips and Safety
Tips to provide helpful advice from fireground veterans.
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